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 ABSTRACT 
The subject of this article is determined by the need for an analysis of the 
lighting design and its application, specifically its aesthetic component, 
in fashion runway design. To analyse the application of modern lighting 
design techniques, namely light installations, 3D visualization, 3D and 
4D holograms while preparing runways for fashion shows. KEYWORDS 
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Introduction. Every year, renowned fashion designers and major fashion houses present their 
new collections to the world by organising fancy shows featuring infinite flights of fantasy through 
scientific achievements and social trends for each new season. The history of fashion follows a 
dynamic spiral course of development which is characteristic to all historical processes.  
In the twentieth and the early XXI century fashion and runway design have undergone significant 
changes. Continuous search for new ideas and experiments as well the development of modern 
technologies enable designers to create unforgettable performances, spectacular shows that undoubtedly 
deserve a thorough scientific analysis. Modern fashion shows use the latest technical accompaniments such 
as lighting design, audio techniques, decorations and pyrotechnics. Therefore lighting design is one of the 
most important visual elements which allow to achieve the most effective visual result. 
Popular forms of light art (or luminism) are: light installations, use of one or several light 
sources in order to create a specific artistic effect or a certain image, as well as holograms and laser 
illumination. Light installations allow to simulate visual and spatial images during a fashion show and 
help create vivid and changeable compositions. [1,3] 
The use of light installations in lighting design is rapidly expanding due to the existence of 
wide range of kinematic forms of visual information (media facades, video screens, dynamic 
architectural lighting, light and music shows, light and music fountains, space-simulation interactive 
light objects (light tunnels, arches, curtains), conceptual light installations, light typography, optical 
illusion, architecture, festive illumination, laser shows. 
A wide range of light installations, in particular light projections, allows to create designs 
without modifying objects or surroundings, it allows to create an image. It changes the perception of 
reality without installing additional large-scale structures. It gives miscellaneous creative possibilities 
for graphic artists and designers. It also stimulates the symbiosis of different forms of art. 
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The needed special effects are achieved when the appropriate compositional elements of light 
installations are used, such as rhythm/meter, scale, proportion, texture, dynamics/statics, color, 
contrast, chiaroscuro. In order to visually separate the front rows of the audience from the podium 
such rhythmically located light installations create a visual plane which can be either divided or where 
its length can be emphasized. The important factor in creating a general concept for a fashion show is 
the use and choice of colors. The appearance of different colors and the brightness of installations 
radically changes the perception of the environment as well as its zoning. [5] 
Such techniques can simulate certain visual-spatial image, can change the perception of scale 
and proportions, can create dominance, place accents, emphasize dynamism or stativity. (Pic. 1) 
 
 
Fig.1. Burberry. London. 2018/2019. Designer - Christopher Bailey 
Retrieved from https://youtu.be/HQ5zkMlUDE 
While certain elements are illuminated, highlighted in color, some decorative lighting accents 
are placed, other parts of the area remain dark. This creates a sensation of light and shadow, the focal 
and the secondary, and it forms an illusion of an objective real world with its essential and emotional 
characteristics.  
  
Fig.2 Victoria’s Secret Fashion Show 2018 
Retrieved from 
http://composition.nyc/thumbs/comp-
nyc/projects/sets/vs-3-1280x853.jpg 
 
Fig.3 Victoria’s Secret Fashion Show 2009 
Retrieved from https://youtu.be/_TmXwQxADgc 
 
A vivid example of using 3D visuals on stage and podiums are showcased during the Victoria 
Secret fashion presentations. (Pic. 2) Modern computer equipment capabilities help create 
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photorealistic images, effectively implement artistic ideas and qualitatively broadcast 3D graphics 
onto large surfaces. 
Another popular lighting technique is laser-based lighting where laser beams which are 
directed at different angles create the necessary forms and images. (Pic.3) 
Since the emergence of the powerful projectors that make it possible to transmit high-quality 
images onto fairly large screens, designers have begun using the method of projecting slide shows, 
video clips and graphic collage images. 
Such digital technologies as 3D and 4D holograms deserve special attention. These new 
technologies have created unique opportunities in the fashion show industry. Live models have been 
replaced by virtual images in order to create an unforgettable experience for the audience. A hologram 
creates a clever optical illusion, violates all rules of time and space, disorients the viewer. 
As an example, let's take a look at the holographic show created by the artist from the video 
graphic, directed by Stefano Feyk and released on FAKE FACTORY (VIDEODESIGN studio in 
Florence, Italy). (Pic.4) Barcelona's largest holographic projection (40-meter holographic podium) was 
created and showcased during a show in Hotel Barcelona, the city of Barcelona.  
  
Fig.4. GUESS 3D. Barcelona, 2014. Video artist 
and director Stefano Fake 
Retrieved from https://youtu.be/FNfwSsEC12E 
Fig.5. Ralph Lauren - 4D Holographic Fashion 
New York. Manhattan’s Central Park. 2015 
Retrieved from https://youtu.be/Aab6nH8DV8g 
 
One of the first to implement it was Alexander McQueen, later - Umberto Leon with Carol 
Lim. Holography has existed since the late 1940's and was refined in the 1960's after the laser 
inventions, but only in the last few decades holography has turned into something revolutionary. 
Despite the fact that this technology is used in many areas, fashion designers began to integrate it into 
their shows to create unique images that capture the audience and distinguish them from other 
designers, demonstrating incredible creativity [4,6]. 
The concept of this fashion show was to create a kinematic show in which models up to 20 m 
come to life in the 4th dimension. The team used a combination of real shootings and videos with 
models rendered onto Cg-backgrounds. A total of 35,000 frames were used. This innovative fashion 
show which uses the latest technology has created an equally exciting 4D cinematic show, as the new 
Ralph Lauren collection presentation does. (Pic.5) 
Conclusions. All these modern lighting design techniques form an overall feeling of dynamics 
and action on stage, specifically during fashion shows, focusing primarily on showcasing new 
collections presented by fashion models. 
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